Abstract-E. Ekici [8] introduced e-open (resp. eclosed) 
Definition 2.7 [6] . A subset A of a topological space (X,τ), is called -preopen [2] if A  Int(-Cl(A)). The complement of -preopen is -pre closed set in X.
Definition 2.8 [7] . A subset A of a topological space (X,τ), is called -semiopen [2] if A  Cl(-Int(A)). The complement of -semiopen is -semi closed set in X.
Definition 2.9[8].
A subset A of a topological space (X,τ), is called e-open [2] if A  Cl(-Int(A))  Int(-Cl(A)). The complement of e-open is e-closed set in X.
MAXIMAL e-OPEN SETS AND MINIMAL e-CLOSED SETS
In this section we introduce the notion of maximal eopen set and minimal e-closed sets and investigate some fundamental results with example and counter examples. 
Definition 3.2.
A proper nonempty e-closed set B of X is said to be a minimal e-closed set if any e-closed set which is contained in B is either  or B (i.e. A= U or U = , whenever, A U).
The family of all maximal e-open (resp. minimal eclosed) sets will be denoted by M a e-O(X) (resp. M i e-C(X)). We denote M a e-O(X, x) = {A : x  A  M a e-O(X)} and M i e-C(X, x) = {F : x  F  M i e-C(X)}. Theorem 3.8. In any topological space (X,), if F be a minimal e-closed set and G be a e-closed set of (X,). Then either
Proof. Let F be a minimal e-closed set and G be a e-closed set of (X,). If F  G = , then there is nothing to prove. But if F  G  , then we have to
Theorem 3.9. In any topological space (X,), if F and G be minimal e-closed sets of (X,). Then either
Proof. Let F and G be two minimal e-closed sets of (X,). If F  G = , then there is nothing to prove. (2) Let F be a minimal e-closed set of X. Then F =  {G : xGe-C(X)} for any element x of F.
Proof. (1)
Let F M i e-C(X,x) and Ge-C(X,x) such that F  G. This implies that F  G  F and F  G  . But since F is minimal e-closed, by Definition 3.2, F  G = F which contradicts the relation F  G  F. Therefore, F  G.
(2) By (1) and the fact that F is e-closed containing x, we have, F   { G : Ge-C(X, x)}  F. Therefore, we have the result. Every maximal e-open (resp. minimal e-closed) set is e-semi-maximal open (resp. e-semiminimal closed). Example 4.3. Let us consider the topological space (X,) such that X = {a, b, c, d} and  = {X,, {a},{b}, {a, b}}. We observe that O(X,) = {X,, {a},{b}, {a, b}}; e-O(X,) = {X, , {a},{b},{a,c},{b,d}, {a,d}, {a, b}, {a,b,c}, {a,c,d},{a,b,d}}. Clearly, {a,b,c}, {a,c,d} and {a,b,d} are maximal e-open sets and each set is e-semi-maximal open set in X. Also it is clear that the complement sets {b}, {c} and {d} are each minimal e-closed set and hence it is e-semi-minimal closed set.
The collection of all e-semi-maximal open (resp. e-semi-minimal closed) set of X is denoted by e-SMaO(X) (resp. e-SMaC(X)). 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the concept of maximal e-open sets, minimal e-closed sets, e-semi maximal open and esemi minimal closed sets which are fundamental results for further research on topological spaces are introduced and aimed in investigating the properties of these new notions of open sets with example, counter examples and some of their fundamental results are also established. Hope that the findings in this paper will help researcher enhance and promote the further study on topological spaces to carry out a general framework for their applications in separation axioms, connectedness, compactness etc. and also in practical life.
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